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The Witcher 3 ends with an exciting battle - and a confusing disorder of cuts. The last minute can be classified, but there is a lot of satisfaction there for those willing to look at the most wide context. The Witcher 3 is the end of a trilogy and probably the end of the adventures of CD Projekt Red with Geralt de Rivia, a famous figure throughout Eastern
Europe and every time the English -speaking world for a series of stories of Mature fantasy of Andrzej Sapkowski. The books are celebrated justifiably by their subtle but intriguingly unusual high-fantasy taking, and the stage is so well known among Poles Fantasy Readers as Middle-Arth is to their English-speaking equivalents. Even the most
vagabundo player is aware of who is the great bad, and finally knowing these enemies in person and cutting them is very satisfactory. But then everything is a bit mental, with not one but two plot switches that break in the cuts and the diaogen that drives and closes the final mission. That the games remembered a story and a universe already known
by the main fans, that The Witcher 3 closes a story of three games, and that the great majority of the players never end the video games are all the important facts to consider when considering when considering when considering The end of The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt, which is a bit of a disaster, to be brutally frank. GamePlay-Wise, the last Missions
pay. The difficulty intensifies and those who have not been asking questions and improving with dedication may need to fall into the oldest savings to face the unbridled challenge. The last fights of the boss are especially good, asking for a careful mixture of cautious swords and reflexive equipment and skill stacking. Although it is easy for the
inathentive to forget what is happening in the policy of The Witcher 3 and the plot of etnemlanif etnemlanif y ,olaM narG le se n©Ãiuq ed etneicsnoc se odnubagav s¡Ãm rodaguj le osulcni ,)etnemelbarimda sadatuceje senoicisopxe selpitlºÃm ed rasep a( adasep Knowing these enemies in person and cutting them is very satisfactory. Any attachment
that you have developed for Geralt and Ciri leads you to tear down these relentless enemies once and for all. But then everything is a bit mental, with not one but two plot switches that break in the cuts and the diaogen that drives and closes the final mission. Throughout the game, the player has been fighting wild hunting. From the sequence of the
opening dreams to the final boss, the player knows that Eredin and the company are trying to hurt Ciri, and they want to stop that. However, after going down to Eredin, they suddenly told us that it was actually avallac'h all the time. This switch feels weird, not by a clumsy management of all that situation in previous missions. Throughout the game
Geralt is mostly distrustful of Avallac'h, while Yennefer and Ciri assure him that the wise elf is trustworthy. In one of the last missions before the final boss, Yennefer and Ciri suddenly declare that they do not confirm in avallac'h, while Geralt seems reluctant to believe them. Everything is a bit strange and feels like a last minute inclusion to make the
sudden painting of avallac'h as a less predictable and silly villain than he is. It does not end there, however: having had at least ten minutes of game time with avallac'h as the villain, Ciri appears and says no, it is not, and she is free to fight against the true threat - The White Frost. Who? What? Regardless of epiloga and final sequence, these turns of
the last minute steal the final missions of their impact and drama. First there is a "surprise" betrayal of an unidentified ally, which is bad enough, but then the substitution of a new unknown villain is just at the last moment. Your battle against what you thought were the bad turned out to be largely without This is an unfortunately common trope in
RPG. Final Fantasí 9 and 10 did, just like 8, to a lesser extent. Mass 3 and to a lesser degree the original mass effect did. You spend the whole game (or series) fighting against a charismatic evil and then you get to the end and after all they're not really the bad one; there was another power behind the scene all the time, one you've never heard of and
you have no reason to worry about. The entire tension is instantly dissipated. Sometimes, this is done very well and feels like a mind-blowing pay for careful sowing throughout the experience of the game so far. Most of the time, it feels like a betrayal. Running a complete game, especially one with the length of a role game, pursuing a charismatic
villain and facing them in the end can be a bit boring (although Final Fantasy 7 asks to differ), but trying to animate this ancient story with the last one. Minucious twists are not an effective response to the problem. He tends to leave the players feeling deceived. Ask him in this beautiful world, forget what you were supposed to do, end up playing
Gwent for three days. Another significantly disappointing aspect of the general plot is that, despite talking about consecutive and 36 final elections, there are actually only three of them, and only seven decision points that affect the end you see. That would probably be fine if it wasn't for the fact that the decision points together in the two final acts,
which are quite short. In addition, one of the most important decision points is based on its completion of a chain of secondary missions. There is nothing wrong with that on its own, but the missions in question are very in disagreement with what we know about Geralt's character; What we know about the tradition of the witch; And what they have
told us all the time is the goal of the game. If he suddenly doesn't decide that Geralt will break all his codes about being neutral and murdering a monarch because a man who hates him asks him to do it,You can unlock one of the three finals. A little strange, that. It does not feel satisfactory satisfactory a narrative standpoint, because you have to
diverge from your set goals and character to achieve them, and it's unpleasant from a game structure standpoint, because it feels like you've been tricked into missing what may be the "best" or "true" ending, if you like to make judgments of that sort. These two problems - the last minute switcheroo and the ending's dependence on a few late game
moments and easily missed sidequests - are particularly disappointing when, elsewhere in the game, there are some really excellent examples of writing, story telling and character. From laugh-out-loud comments from the dry but very funny Geralt, to the touchingly warm and human interactions between Ciri and her adopted father, to the
surprisingly nuanced handling of female characters (and a discussion of that, in contrast to some of the more egregious moments of pandering to the teenage boy presumed to live inside of all of us, is something we'll have to have at some stage), it's clear CD Projekt RED has some real narrative chops. To have the team drop the ball at the ending is
puzzling, and is especially irritating when you've sunk what may be hundreds of hours in. Next: Actually, it's not all that bad. There are mitigating factors, as I said earlier. The reveal of the White Frost as the real threat of the game makes perfect sense to those who are deeply immersed in the lore, either through familiarity with the books or by close
study of the three games to date (it is indeed foreshadowed in text materials and other clues throughout Wild Hunt), and since the vast majority of players won't see The Witcher 3's ending, speaking to that group makes a sort of sense, even if other players who make it through are left confused and unsatisfied. There's also an argument that the
"twist" ending puts the game's story so far in a context where the three possible epilogues all feel much more meaningful. Throughout Wild Hunt, we're playing the Meht wohs ll'ew noos( Dlo sraey 11 I am meht syalp ohw ydobyreve ton Delwonkca Evah Srepoleved taht semag nommocc erom hcum gnimocebe erahp eripme ehteht silahs silht silahs No
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neht eht eht eht eht eht eht eht eht neht eht eht eht neht eht eht neht eh. Morf Rethguad detpoda dna dneirf tcetorp tcetorp ot snaw ,tomerof dna tsrif ,ohw nam aivir FO tlareg Fo not not all white, male and straight, too!) but Wild Hunt stands out from the rest. Instead of appealing to your instincts to protect and teach, it addresses what may be one
of the most difficult aspects of raising kids - letting them go. Acknowledging they have an independent existence beyond you. For Ciri to return from her confrontation with the White Frost, you need to exhibit careful parenting. Ciri is an adult, she, her friends, and the game takes pains to remind you at all times; she is Geralt's equal in many ways. (By
the end of the game, she could hand him his arse on a plate, for one). To save Ciri, you must foster her independence; refrain from attempts to shelter and lecture her; treat her as a friend rather than a package to be shuttled from place to place. Geralt's true importance, then, is not as a slayer of monsters and conquerer of the Wild Hunt, but in the
impact he has on a vitally important person - the saviour of the entire multiverse. If Wild Hunt - indeed, the entire Witcher trilogy - were told entirely from Ciri's perspective, Geralt would be a bit player. Important, but not the hero of the hour. Geralt is the hero of his own story, maybe (interesting that one of the taglines is "the world doesn't need a
hero, it needs a professional"), but the story of the world is the story of Ciri. However you complete The Witcher 3, the epilogue is all about Ciri, and Geralt's reaction to her fate - not the White Wolf himself. Video games so rarely manage to tell meaningful stories without ratcheting up the stakes to apocalyptic life or death matters that it's really
interesting to see such a prominent video game make an attempt at it; it's something I applaud. It's awesome to see a young woman given such a huge role in a game narrative, too, even if her importance is snuck in via the back door instead of openly celebrated. I watched this trailer after finishing the game and thinking about it for a while, and
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